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WELCOME, EDUCATORS
You hold in your hands the key to inspiring in your
students awareness and action to address one of
Canada’s leading environmental threats. More and
more non-native animals and plants are overrunning
our lands and waters, forcing native species out of
their habitats, and wreaking havoc on ecosystems,
biodiversity, and the web of life.

“Non-native,” “alien,” and “exotic” are terms we
use to describe life forms dwelling outside their natu-
ral geographic range. Some of these species are
benign. Others are harmful and take a huge toll on
wildlife and human habitat. Any non-native species
that lives and grows where it is unwelcome and caus-
es ecological harm is considered invasive.

The theme of this educational unit is “Native
Species, Nature’s Choice.” It highlights growing con-
cerns about the devastating impacts of alien species
on Canada’s wildlife and environment. It is also the
theme of this year’s National Wildlife Week (April 6 to
12). NWW occurs each year in the week surrounding
April 10th, the birthday of Jack Miner, one of the
founders of Canada’s conservation movement. Pro-
claimed in 1947 by an act of Parliament, NWW is a
time to celebrate our natural heritage and play a part
in its conservation.

Why learn about the alien invasion? Educating
youth is a critical part of national conservation
efforts to raise awareness about this issue, curb the
spread of alien species, and restore native species to
their natural place. The learning activities in this
unit do just that, while captivating students with a
hands-on, inquiry-based experience and providing an
avenue to learn basic skills and deepen knowledge of
academic subjects, including life science, geography,
history, and language arts.

We trust that your students will take these les-
sons to heart and become lifelong conservationists
who can make responsible decisions and help meet
the challenges of alien species and other ecological
threats.

OVERVIEW 
This learning unit informs young Canadians about the
nature of invasive species, how they are introduced
and spread, their impacts on native species and
spaces, and how to protect our natural riches in the
face of this threat. The unit has been thoroughly
reviewed by scientists and educators across Canada.
It is: 
• suitable for use with a wide range of elementary

and secondary students;
• linked thematically with the Common Framework

of Science Learning Outcomes, K – 12 (Pan-
Canadian Protocol for Collaboration on School
Curriculum) plus regional history, geography, and
language arts learning outcomes (see “Curriculum
Connections” on page 22);

• filled with classroom-ready materials, including a
resource sheet, lesson plans, information poster,
and education chart, that address the issue of
invasive species through a student-centred,
hands-on approach;

• complemented by other WILD Education programs,
including WILD School, Blue School, Ocean
Education, and Project WILD; and

• supplemented by an on-line tutorial, lesson plans,
outdoor action projects, and invasive species
identification guide.

INTRODUCTION
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KEY LEARNING OUTCOMES 
Students will: 
• Distinguish between invasive, naturalized, and

native species.
• Become aware of the ecological value of indige-

nous animals and plants.
• Understand that alien species are invading

ecosystems nationwide and harming native
wildlife and habitats.

• Identify invasive animals and plants in a region
of Canada and realize their ecological impacts.

• Trace the origins of alien species, how they
entered Canada, and how they spread from one
region to another.

• Recognize how human actions can encourage or
discourage an alien invasion.

• Develop a sense of ecological stewardship through
wildlife conservation projects.

• Grasp the significance of the “restoration cycle,”
from awareness to action to recovery of areas
damaged by alien species.

SUGGESTED PROCEDURE 
These guidelines are patterned after the “restoration
cycle” – from gaining awareness of invasive species,
to assessing their impacts in your region, to taking
action to curb their spread, to conserving and restor-
ing native wildlife and habitat. While you and your
students may benefit most by using the unit as sug-
gested, feel free to adapt the resources in ways that
best meet your needs.
• Assign the resource sheet (pages 4 and 5) to stu-

dents as homework or as a classroom reading
activity. This backgrounder outlines key terms
and concepts that are fleshed out later on. 

• Hang the Field Guide to Invasive Species (see the
front of the education chart in this package) on
your classroom wall. Have individuals or pairs of
students use this field guide to solve an interac-
tive story maze entitled Battle With the Alien

Space Invaders, found at our WILD Education Web
site (www.wildeducation.org).

• Next, conduct a class discussion on the alien
invasion, its impacts on wildlife and habitat, and
the need for people to become aware of and solve
this ecological problem. 

• Having grasped the basics, your students are
ready to work through lessons 1 to 3. Lesson 1 is
a debating activity in which students investigate
differences between invasive, naturalized, and
native species. Lesson 2 looks at native and alien
life forms from a historical point of view. Lesson
3 explores how non-native species enter and
spread through ecosystems.

• Now, your students are ready to deepen their
inquiry by focusing on their own part of the
country. Lesson 4 investigates the impacts of an
alien invasion in one ecological area. Lesson 5
provides an opportunity to develop and imple-
ment a plan to tackle this problem in your region
and to help re-establish native populations. 

• For an even richer learning experience, choose
from a menu of supplementary activities (see
page 23) and encourage your students to use the
On-line Field Guide to Alien Species, also found at
www.wildeducation.org.

• Follow up the unit by tackling wildlife habitat
projects listed on page 23.

LESSON-PLANNING GUIDE
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RESOURCE SHEET

ALIENS AMONG US
Alien space invaders have landed. They’re living
among us – millions of them – overrunning habitats,
driving out other life forms, spreading like wildfire
through cities, suburbs, farmlands, and hinterlands.
They’re often hard to pick out in a crowd, and some-
times we don’t even know they’re aliens.

WHO ARE THE ALIEN SPACE INVADERS?
They aren’t extraterrestrial beings that have space-
hopped from distant galaxies. They’re animals and
plants from other parts of Earth that are taking our
lands and waters by storm. Also known as “non-
native” and “exotic,” they weren’t here when the first
explorers and settlers arrived in centuries past.
Unlike homegrown species, which evolved over mil-
lions of years in their own environments, non-native
species are strangers here. They’re exotic imports, like
the Norway rat, Scotch broom, and Asian gypsy moth.
Many of them cause massive environmental and eco-
nomic harm. The alien invasion is a global threat that
is shaking Canada and the world.

HOW DID THEY GET HERE?
Alien species reach new environments in many ways.
People usually play a part in their passage – some-
times accidentally, sometimes intentionally. These
alien highways and byways include:
• Shipping. The greatest source of invasive species

is ballast water taken on ships for stability and
later dumped into harbours worldwide. Among
the species that have come here this way are the
zebra mussel, round goby, and spiny water flea.
Other plants and animals arrive as stowaways hid-
den in cargo on ships, trains, trucks, and planes.

• Canal construction. Artificial waterways have
allowed the sea lamprey, an eel-like fish from the
Atlantic Ocean, to cross natural barriers and
invade the Great Lakes.

• Garbage dumping. Floating human-made rubbish
provides mobile homes for marine life, like barna-
cles, worms, and molluscs, to cross the ocean to
distant shores.

• Recreation. Plants and animals often hitch rides
on watercraft, mountain bikes, all-terrain vehi-
cles, hiking boots, and fishing gear. The rusty
crayfish crossed our southern border via bait
buckets dumped in Canadian waters.

• Domestic animals. The release of unwanted
aquarium pets has introduced red-eared sliders,
European wall lizards, and other exotic reptiles
into the wild. 

• Gardening and agriculture. The escape of culti-
vated plants from gardens and croplands to wet-
lands, grasslands, and roadsides is a common
vehicle for alien invaders, such as purple loose-
strife and garlic mustard, which now cover
millions of hectares all across Canada.

• Natural pathways. Wind, water, and wildlife can
advance the spread of exotic plants and animals.

• Intentional releases. European starlings and
house sparrows let loose in New York City’s
Central Park in the 19th century now blanket the
Western Hemisphere. Brown trout and carp intro-
duced from Eurasia now flourish in North
American waters.

WHAT ARE THEIR IMPACTS?
Not all alien species are invasive, and some can have
a positive impact. Many introduced species, such as
soybeans and wheat, are beneficial. The brown trout
and ring-necked pheasant from Eurasia actually boost
biological diversity and are prized by Canadian
anglers and hunters. Others, such as the Asian long-
horned beetle and gypsy moth, have destroyed count-
less hectares of timberland. The alien invasion is like
a giant eraser that wipes out native animals and
plants – the very fabric of the web of life. Its impacts
include: 
• Habitat loss and degradation. Hundreds of wild

boars native to Europe have escaped from game
farms in Western Canada, where they dig up
grasslands, gardens, and forests in search of
tubers, bulbs, and roots and leave a trail of
destruction behind.

• Competition with native species. In the battle
for food, water, shelter, and space, alien invaders
generally strive to oust native species out of their
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homes. Purple loosestrife from Eurasia takes over
wetlands by displacing plants, such as cattails
and rushes, and forming impenetrable stands.
Competition from Scotch broom, leafy spurge, and
garlic mustard is a major factor in the endanger-
ment of many grassland and woodland plants.

• Predation. Exotic trespassers, including Canada’s
millions of domestic and feral cats, are unwelcome
additions to the food chain and kill countless
birds and mammals each year. Sea lampreys prey
on lake trout, salmon, and walleye and have con-
tributed to the collapse of entire fisheries.

• Loss of biodiversity. The decline or disappear-
ance of native species resulting from alien gate-
crashers upsets the biological diversity and eco-
logical balance that hold together the web of life.
For example, Eurasian water-milfoil not only dis-
places native plants but also makes water bodies
unsuitable for fish by interfering with spawning
and causing aquatic ecosystems to crash.

• Socio-economic impacts. With losses to govern-
ment, communities, industry, utilities, agricul-
ture, and recreation in the billions of dollars, we
continue to pay a high price for the alien inva-
sion. The damages caused so far by zebra mussels
covering pipelines, boats, buoys, and fishing gear
in Canada exceed $100 million. Millions more are
spent each year on rat eradication, chemicals to
kill sea lampreys, and measures to control other
non-native foes. The impacts of exotic agricultur-
al pests, such as gypsy moths on forestry and
leafy spurge on croplands, are incalculable.
Recreational opportunities, including boating and
swimming, are lost when weedy intruders, like
European frog-bit and fanwort, congest our water-
ways. And since Canada wouldn’t be the same
without its native species and spaces, the alien
invasion is a threat not only to our nature but
also to our identity.

WHAT CAN BE DONE?
Canadian and international scientists recognize the
enormity of the alien invasion. While they may not
always agree on solutions, their expert advice has
given rise to a strategy called the “restoration cycle.”
This ongoing process consists of: preventing the
introduction and spread of exotics; controlling or
eliminating them; monitoring their presence; and
restoring native wildlife and habitat. You can help
foil the alien invasion by employing this strategy in
your own community. 
• The key to prevention is awareness, so learn all

about invasive foes, native friends, and how to
tell them apart. Investigate the impacts of exotic
intruders in your area. Then inform your school
and community about this ecological menace
through posters, flyers, displays, or other media.
Take preventative action by obeying laws that for-
bid the introduction of non-native species into
Canada. If you are a boater, birder, angler, or any-
one else who spends time in nature, never trans-
port alien species from one site to another.

• Tackle projects to help control the invasion. Con-
trol measures involve mechanical, chemical, bio-
logical, and manual strategies. Manual methods,
including pulling, digging, and cutting exotic
plants, are the most appropriate for students.

• Monitor the presence, abundance, range, expan-
sion, and impacts of non-native species over time
by participating in a biological survey or launch-
ing your own. The data you gather will contribute
to scientific efforts to rid our lands and waters of
uninvited guests. 

• Take on restoration projects to recover the
health of damaged habitats and bring back native
animals and plants to their natural place.
To find out more about alien invaders and the

restoration cycle, check out the On-line Field Guide to
Alien Species and interactive story maze at
www.wildeducation.org.

RESOURCE SHEET (CONTINUED)
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LESSON 1: NATIVE FRIENDS, INVASIVE FOES

LESSON INFORMATION 
Grades: 6 to 12
Duration: Two or three 45-minute periods, plus time
out of class for student research and preparation for a
classroom debate
Group size: Teams of five students
Materials: Images of native and alien species that
inhabit your area; access to library and Internet
resources, magazine articles, newspaper clippings,
documentaries, and other media concerning the alien
invasion; student handout on debating guidelines

SUMMARY
Students compare and classify native and alien
species, then research and hold a classroom debate
about the differences between indigenous and exotic
species, their positive and negative effects, and
whether their populations should be conserved or
controlled. 

LEARNING OUTCOMES
Students will:
• Understand the distinction between native and

alien, naturalized and invasive species.
• Identify a variety of native and non-native

species that live in their area. 
• Recognize the fundamental characteristics of

invasive species.
• Research and prepare for a debate in which they

assume an affirmative or negative position on an
invasive species issue.

• Argue a case logically by using facts and evidence
to refute or back up claims.

• Work effectively as a team.

BACKGROUND
The growing invasion of our lands and waters by alien
species is an ecological emergency, second only to
habitat destruction in endangering native animals
and plants. Yet, biologists cannot always agree on
what is or isn’t an alien species, whether or not it is
invasive, and whether action should be taken to con-
trol or eradicate its unwanted population.

Most experts do agree, however, that alien species
are animals and plants that have been intentionally
or accidentally introduced into an environment out-
side their native geographic range. They’re uninvited
guests, like the green crab, red-eared slider, and spiny

water flea, not to mention such homegrown tres-
passers as bullfrogs from the East overrunning the
West and rainbow trout from the mainland encroach-
ing on Newfoundland.

Native species, on the other hand, naturally occur
in the ecosystem where they live. They have evolved
over millions of years in association with other ani-
mals and plants in a delicately balanced food web.

In fact, many thousands of alien species now
inhabit our home and native land. Some of them, like
the ring-necked pheasant, honeybee, and brown trout
from Eurasia, actually boost the web of life and are
usually regarded as “naturalized” species. Others,
such as the European starling, zebra mussel, and pur-
ple loosestrife, cause huge ecological and economic
harm and are considered not only alien but also inva-
sive. Still others, like the Asian carp and northern
snakehead (both imported from China to the United
States), are in position to enter our waters from
south of the border, with potentially catastrophic
consequences.

The flow by no means goes only one way.
Raccoons imported from North America have become
a masked menace in Europe and Asia. Grey squirrels
are an agricultural pest and have nearly driven the
red squirrel into extinction in Europe. And beavers
introduced from Canada are overrunning Tierra del
Fuego at Argentina’s southernmost tip. 

PROCEDURE
1. Discuss with the class key points in the “back-

ground” section (above) and define such vocabu-
lary items as native, non-native, alien, exotic,
naturalized, and invasive.

2. From a box, select photos or illustrations of
native and alien species found in your area.
Examples of native species might include the
wood rat, grizzly bear, lake trout, painted turtle,
and eastern bluebird. Examples of alien species
might include the sea lamprey, house sparrow,
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wild boar, domestic cat, and Norway maple.
Students should be familiar with some of the
species, based on the resource sheet (see pages 4
and 5) plus the Field Guide to Invasive Species
(see the enclosed education chart) and the story
maze entitled Battle With the Alien Space
Invaders (found at www.wildeducation.org).
Have the class identify each plant or
animal and vote if it is “native” or
“alien.” Were there any surprises, such
as species thought to be indigenous,
that turned out to be introduced.

3. Now, discuss the similarities and differ-
ences between native and alien species.
Ask students for suggestions on how to
classify or tell them apart. Have them
brainstorm the characteristics of natives
versus aliens. For example, conservation
biologists have observed that, compared
to indigenous species, most exotic ani-
mals and plants are much less likely to
survive in Canada. Often, however,
exotic species that are well adapted to
their new environment: 
• reproduce much faster;
• have fewer predators;
• are more competitive; and
• do more harm than good in their 

adopted habitats.
4. Ask whether the alien species identified

in step 2 (above) are invasive or non-
invasive, ecologically harmful or help-
ful. What about other species, such as
domestic and feral cats that spend time
outdoors, wild boars that escape from
Prairie game farms, and Atlantic salmon
that break out of aquaculture facilities
along the West Coast? Mention that
most alien species are both harmful and

helpful, although the negatives usually outweigh
the positives. 

5. Have the students brainstorm the positive and
negative effects of species, like the zebra mussel,
sea lamprey, purple loosestrife, and domestic cat.
List the positives and negatives in a chart, such
as the following:

Species

ZEBRA MUSSEL

SEA LAMPREY

PURPLE LOOSESTRIFE

DOMESTIC CAT

Positive Effects

•Clears lakes by filter-
ing up to a litre of
water per day.

•Provides food for div-
ing ducks, catfish,
and carp.

•Larvae are eaten by
other creatures and
are useful as fishing
bait.

•Adults provide food
for people, birds, rac-
coons, and other
fish.

•Beautifies wetlands
and roadsides with
its striking, purple
blooms.

•Provides nectar for
some pollinating
insects.

•Helps keep the house
mouse, Norway rat,
and other pest popu-
lations under control.

•Provides companion-
ship.

Negative Effects

•Reduces the amount
of plankton available
as food for native
species.

•Clogs water pipes and
motors on boats.

•Is a parasite that
feeds off other
species of fish.

•Has seriously dam-
aged lake trout,
chub, and whitefish
populations.

•Competes with native
wetland plants.

•Destroys aquatic
habitat.

•Preys mostly on ben-
eficial native species,
such as songbirds,
weasels, and
squirrels.
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LESSON 1: NATIVE FRIENDS, INVASIVE FOES (CONTINUED)

6. Now, tell the students that they are going to take
part in a debate about the alien invasion. A
debate will allow them to explore the concepts
discussed so far in greater depth and to commu-
nicate opposing ideas about the subject. It will
test their ability to express their ideas and to
back them with evidence, not mere conjecture or
opinion, under direct challenge.

7. Divide the class into teams of five students. Each
team will choose one of three debate statements,
taking either an affirmative or a negative stance.
Here are some examples:
• “The distinction between native (indigenous)

and alien (exotic) species is obvious. Our
environment abounds with clear examples of
these living opposites. There is no good rea-
son to be confused about the difference.”

• “Even though a species is alien, it is wrong to
say whether it is invasive or non-invasive,
harmful or helpful. For example, some intro-
duced species are beneficial and judged to be
“naturalized,” while some native species are
considered invasive and have more negative
than positive effects. There is only one
species that is truly invasive – and it’s called
Homo sapiens.”

• “The alien invasion is causing massive envi-
ronmental destruction all throughout Canada
and the world and costing the economy bil-
lions of dollars every year. We cannot sit back
and let nature take its course. No cost or
effort should be spared to get this ecological
crisis under control.”

8. Give each team a handout entitled “Debating
Guidelines” (copied from page 9), which provides
both rules and a speaking schedule to follow dur-
ing the debate. Team members should divide the
roles defined in the handout among them.

9. Now, it’s up to each team to prepare for the chal-
lenges that lie ahead. Have participants research
their positions (affirmative or negative) regarding
the debate statement they have chosen. Advise
them to brainstorm opening arguments, questions
and answers for cross-examination, counter-argu-
ments for rebuttal, and closing statements.
Recommend that they work as a team so that all
members have enough background on the key

issues and identify holes in their arguments,
where the opposing team will attack.

10. Ask several students to conduct the debate. They
will take on the roles of moderator, timekeeper,
and scorers (defined in the handout). Assign
them, in advance, the responsibility of creating a
rubric with the purpose of gauging each team’s
performance and determining the winner of the
debate. The rubric will focus the scorers’ attention
on key criteria, such as teamwork, organization
and clarity, use of logical arguments, use of evi-
dence to back up claims, use of rebuttals and
closing arguments, and overall presentation, dur-
ing the debate.
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DEBATING GUIDELINES

RULES
1. The debate is about a statement relating to the

alien invasion.
2. It has two sides: affirmative and negative. The

team that supports the statement is called the
affirmative position. The team that opposes the
statement is called the negative position.

3. Apart from the students who conduct the debate,
each member of the class belongs to a team.
Everyone on your team has one or more of the
following roles: lead debater, questioner,
answerer, rebutter, and closer.

4. The students assigned to administer the debate
take the roles of moderator, timekeeper, and
scorers.

5. Your entire team will be scored as a whole, so be
sure that all members work together and have
ample background on the issues and the positions
you will take.

6. No interruptions from opposing positions are per-
mitted during the debate.

7. All team members should pay close attention to
affirmative and negative arguments.

8. Only one team will win, based upon the scorers’
evaluation of each member’s performance during
the debate.

SPEAKING SCHEDULE
1. The moderator announces the statement to be

debated and introduces each speaker sequentially
after the timekeeper calls time. 

2. The timekeeper keeps careful track of the time,
letting participants know when they have one
minute left to speak and when their time is up. 

3. The lead debater for the affirmative position
presents opening arguments supporting the state-
ment. Members of the negative position listen
carefully and modify their questions, which will

be used to cross-examine the affirmative position.
(three to five minutes)

4. The questioner for the negative position cross-
examines the answerer for the affirmative posi-
tion concerning the opening arguments. All ques-
tions should be clear, concise, and prepared in
advance. The affirmative answerer should also
be well prepared to respond. (three minutes)

5. The lead debater for the negative position pres-
ents opening arguments opposing the statement.
Members of the affirmative position listen care-
fully and modify their questions, which will be
used to cross-examine the negative position.
(three to five minutes)

6. The questioner for the affirmative position
cross-examines the answerer for the negative
position concerning the opening arguments. All
questions should be clear, concise, and prepared
in advance. The negative answerer should also
be well prepared to respond. (three minutes)

7. The affirmative rebutter counters arguments in
the negative answerer’s response. (three min-
utes)

8. The negative rebutter counters arguments in the
affirmative answerer’s response. (three minutes)

9. The affirmative closer refers to new issues raised
during the debate, sums up the position support-
ing the statement, and presents closing argu-
ments. (three to five minutes)

10. The negative closer refers to new issues raised
during the debate, sums up the position opposing
the statement, and presents closing arguments.
(three to five minutes)

11. The scorers evaluate each team’s performance in
the opening arguments, cross-examination, and
closing arguments in response to a rubric.
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LESSON 2: AN UNNATURAL HISTORY 

LESSON INFORMATION
Grades: 6 to 12
Duration: Two or three 45-minute periods
Group size: Pairs or small groups
Materials: Reference materials, public records,
Internet resources; lists of native and alien species
found regionally or nationally; maps of Canada and
the world; yarn, paper

SUMMARY
Students investigate historical relationships between
Aboriginal peoples and native wildlife, as well as
intentional introductions of exotic animals and plants
to North America by explorers and settlers. Students
also trace the historical and geographical origins of
alien species found in their own part of Canada and
then share their findings in an oral presentation.

LEARNING OUTCOMES
Students will:
• Investigate the history of intentionally intro-

duced alien species.
• Trace the geographical roots of non-native species

found in their region.
• Recognize ecological and cultural changes caused

by the introduction of naturalized and invasive
alien species.

• Explore the historical connection between
Indigenous people and wildlife.

BACKGROUND
Long before the first explorers and settlers arrived in
what is now Canada, this land was home to more
than 80 First Nations. They inhabited seven different
cultural regions: the Arctic, Sub-arctic, Pacific Coast,
Plateau, Plains, Woodlands, and Lowlands. They relied
on a wide range of wild plants and animals – not to
mention maize, beans, sunflower, squash, and other
cultivated crops – to meet their material, nutritional,
cultural, and spiritual needs. Their lives depended on
such native species as the polar bear and crowberry
in the Arctic and Sub-arctic; the white sturgeon and
camas bulbs on the Pacific Coast; the bison and buf-
falo-berry on the Plains and Plateau; and the porcu-
pine and paper-birch in the Woodlands and Lowlands.

A deep understanding of the value and intercon-
nectivity of all living things allowed Native people to
act as stewards of ecosystems, like the Garry oak

meadows of Vancouver Island. Their well-stocked med-
icine cabinet included sage to heal sores and rashes,
yellow wild indigo to treat colic, white pine and hem-
lock to cure scurvy, and countless other remedies
that not only benefited Aboriginal people but also
saved the lives of many explorers and settlers when
they arrived.

Unfortunately, these newcomers to the continent
would be less aware of the ecological riches around
them. Many longed to replace the native flora and
fauna with familiar plants and animals from home. To
soothe their nostalgia, they introduced exotic live-
stock and food crops, as well as ornamental trees,
flowers, fish, and game.

Some of these species, such as the grey partridge,
crested myna, and European oyster, have had little
ecological impact. They are considered “naturalized.”
Others, such as the European gypsy moth (released in
Medford, Massachusetts, in an attempt to breed a bet-
ter silk worm), purple loosestrife and Scotch broom
(introduced from Europe to North America mainly as
ornamental plants), and the European starling and
house sparrow (let loose in New York City’s Central
Park), have invaded and devastated our landscapes
since the 19th century.

Put another way, our past attempts to alter
nature without foreseeing possible outcomes or
understanding how life evolves could be called “an
unnatural history.”

Arctic

Sub-arcticPacific
Coast

Plateau
Plains Woodlands

Lowlands
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Species Use Cultural Regions
Plants

Camas bulbs Food source Pacific Coast
Cow parsnip Treatment for boils and intestinal problems Plateau, Prairies
Paper-birch Bark used to make wigwams, canoes, and cooking vessels Woodland, Lowlands
Purple coneflower Treatment for coughs, colds, toothache, and snake bite Plains
Pussy-willow Pain relief Sub-arctic, Pacific Coast, Plateau, 

Plains, Woodlands, Lowlands
Sweet grass Burned for ceremonial purposes Sub-arctic, Pacific Coast, Plains, 

Woodlands, Lowlands
Trillium Food source and curative purposes Woodlands, Lowlands
Western red cedar Material for baskets, mats, clothing, houses, Pacific Coast

totem poles, and dugout canoes
White pine Treatment for scurvy Sub-arctic, Pacific Coast, 

Woodlands, Lowlands
Wild rice Food source Prairies, Woodlands

Animals

Atlantic salmon Food source Woodlands
Caribou Food source, material for clothing and footwear Arctic, Sub-arctic, Plateau, 

Woodlands
Beaver Food source, pelts valued for clothing Sub-arctic, Pacific Coast, Plateau, 

Plains, Woodlands, Lowlands
Bison Food source, hides for clothing and shelter, sinew for Plateau, Plains

threads and bowstrings, dung for fuel, bones for 
weapons and tools

Bowhead whale Food source, fuel oil, hides for clothing, Arctic, Sub-arctic, Woodlands
bones for house construction

Coho salmon Food source Pacific Coast
Greater prairie-chicken Food source Plains
Lake whitefish Food source Sub-arctic, Plains, Woodlands, 

Lowlands
Ruffed grouse Food source Sub-arctic, Pacific Coast, Plateau, 

Woodlands, Lowlands
Walrus Food source, hides for covering boats, ivory for artwork Arctic, Sub-arctic

NATIVE SPECIES TRADITIONALLY IMPORTANT TO FIRST NATIONS PEOPLES
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PROCEDURE
1. Before starting the lesson, develop two lists: one

of native species traditionally important to First
Nations peoples in your part of Canada; another
of exotic species intentionally introduced to your
area. You will find examples of both in the text
boxes on pages 11 and 12. For more specific
information on plants and animals in your region,
check out our Wild About Gardening Encyclopedia
(www.wildaboutgardening.org), our On-line Field
Guide to Alien Species (www.wildeducation.org),
other on-line resources, and reference books; or
contact a local naturalist group, wildflower socie-
ty, fish and wildlife agency, or your ministry of
natural resources.

2. Ask your students to think of First Nations groups
that historically inhabited, and may still live in,
your area. How many can they name? Can they
identify animals and plants that were important
to Native people before explorers and settlers
arrived in Canada? Were those species valued as

sources of food, clothing, medicine, fuel, shelter,
art, ceremonial objects, or other materials?

3. Next, have the students name cultural groups
that have immigrated from overseas and settled
in Canada or your specific area. Invite them to
point out the places of origin of French, British,
Irish, Ukrainian, Japanese, Chinese, and other
immigrants on a map of the world. Did those peo-
ple bring animals or plants from their homelands
when they came to Canada? Livestock, such as
cattle, sheep, and poultry, and food crops, like
buckwheat, soy, and rye, are good examples.
What needs did those animals and plants fulfill? 

4. Remark that many of those introduced species
not only served the needs of immigrants but also
acclimatized to life in the wilds of Canada. Some
species were brought here with the intention of
“improving on nature.” Give examples of success-
fully naturalized species, such as the brown trout,
ring-necked pheasant, and honeybee. Give more
examples of lesser successes – or introductions

LESSON 2: AN UNNATURAL HISTORY (CONTINUED)

Species Reason for Introduction Origins
Plants

Common buckthorn Medicinal Europe
European frog-bit Horticultural Europe and Asia
Garlic mustard Medicinal and nutritional Europe
Norway maple Ornamental Europe
Purple loosestrife Ornamental Europe
Scotch broom Material for broom making and binding soil, ornamental Europe
Scots pine Ornamental Europe
Smooth brome grass Forage production and erosion control Europe
St. John’s-wort Medicinal Europe
Tatarian honeysuckle Ornamental Eurasia

Animals

Brown trout Game fish Europe
Crested myna “Acclimatization experiment” Asia
Grass carp Food source, aquatic vegetation control Asia
European oyster Shellfish Europe
European starling “Acclimatization experiment” Europe
Honeybee Honey production Europe
House sparrow Pest control Europe
Japanese scallop Shellfish Asia
Red-eared slider Release of unwanted pets US Southeast
Ring-necked pheasant Game bird Asia

EXOTIC SPECIES INTENTIONALLY INTRODUCED TO CANADA
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gone very wrong – such as the gypsy moth,
European starling, and Scotch broom. Can the
students name other introduced species that are
now considered naturalized or invasive?

5. Divide the class into pairs or small groups. Tell
the students they are going to do a research proj-
ect on one of the following topics.
• The historical importance of native wildlife to

First Nations in your region or another part of
Canada. The project could focus on:
� Aboriginal botany;
� knowledge of the medical value of plants,

including cures that saved the lives of
many newcomers to Canada;

� ceremonial and spiritual uses of sweet
grass, sage, and other aromatic plants;

� the significance of living as keepers of
natural communities, including grasslands
and forests;

� the role of animals and plants in Native
legend and lore;

� the farming of food crops, such as maize,
beans, and squash; or

� the critical value of a single species, like
the bison, bowhead whale, or western red
cedar, in fulfilling people’s material, spiri-
tual, and cultural needs.

• The intentional introduction of alien species
by explorers, settlers, or other newcomers to
your area or elsewhere in Canada. The project
could focus on:
� the story behind so-called acclimatization

societies, which imported thousands of
birds from abroad;

� an account of the introduction and natu-
ralization of helpful or harmless species,
like the chukar or crested myna;

� the history of an alien invader, such as
the house sparrow or red-eared slider; or

� the farming traditions of early colonists,
including the raising of crops and live-
stock brought by ship from overseas.

6. Encourage the students to choose a variety of
topics touching on natives and exotics. Ensure
that their research will cover a wide range of ter-
restrial and aquatic species.

7. Have each pair or group write down five to 10
questions to answer through the research project.
Now, ask the students to launch their research
using library and Internet resources. For more
information on First Nations, they can contact
the Aboriginal Canada Portal at 1-888-399-0111
or visit www.aboriginalcanada.gc.ca.

8. The students should then share their research
findings with the class in a written or oral report.
Encourage discussion on such issues as the
acceptability of releasing potentially invasive
species into the wild to meet human needs; the
role of intentionally introduced aliens in the loss
of native species and spaces; and other ecological
changes that have happened in Canada since
European contact.

9. Create a time line, if possible, outlining events
reported by students, such as the beginnings of
agriculture in southern Ontario in 1350, the
arrival of horses on the Prairies in 1730, and the
planting of Scotch broom in gardens on the West
Coast in 1850.

EXTENSIONS
1. Take a similar approach to exploring the history

of accidentally introduced species, like the sea
lamprey, zebra mussel, green crab, and spiny
water flea.

2. Investigate pre-Columbian introductions of non-
native species to Canada by Aboriginal people.
Examples include maize, beans, squash, and
possibly the eastern prickly pear cactus, which
originated in southern climes.
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LESSON 3: ALIEN X-FILES OR ACCIDENTAL TOURISTS?

LESSON INFORMATION
Grades: 4 to 8
Duration: 30 to 45 minutes
Group size: Pairs or small groups
Materials: Invasive species description and illustra-
tion cards

SUMMARY
Students do a card-matching activity to learn how
human activities accidentally transport invasive
species into ecosystems. Pairs or groups explore in
greater depth the introduction and spread of an indi-
vidual animal or plant. 

LEARNING OUTCOMES
Students will:
• Discover ways in which alien species inadvertent-

ly travel.
• Explore the means by which exotic invaders

spread after entering ecosystems.
• Trace the foreign or domestic origins of non-

native animals and plants.

BACKGROUND
They may penetrate natural or political borders
stowed away in the ballast water of ships, afloat on
rafts of marine debris, by drifting down artificial
waterways, escaping from ornamental gardens and
croplands, hitching rides with outdoor enthusiasts, or
being “set free” from human homes. Wherever they
go, however they get there, these accidental tourists
can count on people to give them an unintended lift.

Most alien species cannot last long outside their
native habitats. But, those that survive can multiply
fast and spread from one region to another through
the forces of nature and with human help. Without
the natural predators, competitors, and diseases they
left behind in their homelands, they have an unfair
advantage over native species, and their populations
can explode.

PROCEDURE
1. Divide the students into small groups. Give each

group a set of “X-Files” – unidentified alien
invader pictures and description cards (copied
from pages 15 and 16).

2. Have the students look briefly at the cards. They
should work cooperatively to match each picture
with its corresponding description card.

3. Confirm the correct matches as a class, in accor-
dance with the following answer key: 1) Atlantic
salmon, 2) brown spruce longhorn beetle, 3) bull-
frog, 4) dead man’s fingers, 5) domestic cat,
6) green crab, 7) leafy spurge, 8) spiny water flea

4. Then, discuss ways in which invasive species are
transported from one ecosystem to another and
how they spread once they have arrived. 

5. Ask individuals to research in depth the introduc-
tion and spread of another invasive animal or
plant. More examples of accidental transplants
include: the clubbed tunicate, Dutch elm disease,
Eurasian water-milfoil, flowering-rush, house
mouse, Norway rat, round goby, ruffe, rusty cray-
fish, sea lamprey, spotted knapweed, wild boar,
and zebra mussel. 

6. Students should then share their research find-
ings with the class in a written or oral report.
Alternatively, ask them to draw each invader and
describe (briefly and without naming the species)
how it was transplanted on a separate sheet. Turn
these “X-files” into new sets of cards to be copied
and distributed among small groups for another
round of the matching activity described above.
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X-File #1
This aquatic species, native to our East Coast, regu-
larly escapes from net cages in aquaculture facilities
in British Columbia. There, it competes with native
populations for spawning habitat in West Coast
streams and marine habitat in the Pacific Ocean.
Scientists fear that Salmo salar could interbreed
with its West Coast cousin, Oncorhynchus kisutch,
and spread diseases throughout its adopted habitat.

X-File #2
Believed to have arrived on our shores in wooden
packing material from Eastern Europe, this wood-
boring pest was spotted by scientists in September
1999 in the trees of Point Pleasant Park in the city
of Halifax. Tetropium fuscum attacks and kills spruce
trees and could spread to Canada’s vast boreal forest
if left unchecked. Forestry officials had to cut down
and burn about 5,000 infected trees in Halifax.

X-File #3
This bug-eyed alien is invading lakes and ponds
throughout southern Vancouver Island. Brought to
British Columbia decades ago to stock aquatic gar-
dens and to farm for its edible limbs, the green
gatecrasher isn’t naturally found west of the Great
Lakes. That Rana catesbeiana is spreading by leaps
and bounds and eats anything that fits into its
mouth means trouble for BC’s native amphibians.

X-File #4
Codium fragile is believed to have originated in
Japan. It probably came here attached to the hulls
of ships or the shells of imported oysters. One of the
world’s most invasive seaweeds, it forms bushy
meadows with appendages resembling the digits on
a corpse. By clinging firmly to the rocky seabed
along Nova Scotia’s southeastern shore, it out-com-
petes native kelp forests for space. 

X-File #7
Euphorbia esula arrived on the Prairies in the late
1800s mixed up in oat seeds imported from Russia
by pioneers. By 1911, it had spread to Manitoba’s
grasslands, and its range has been doubling every 10
years since. This herbaceous horror “eats” the prairie
alive by releasing a toxin that is deadly to every
plant but itself. It has already infected more than
two million hectares in North America.

X-File #8
This prickly crustacean came to North America from
Europe in the ballast water of ships. Its barbed tail
prevents it from being eaten by small fish. Mean-
while, Bythotrephes cederstroemi competes with
small fish for a diet of zooplankton. Without
enough zooplankton to eat, small fish populations
could decline, also leaving larger fish without food.

X-File #6
Native to Europe, Carcinus maenas found its way to
the East Coast in the 1800s and has since been
spreading up to 100 kilometres a year. Ocean cur-
rents and ballast water (taken on ships for stability)
carry its larvae around the world. Now established in
the Maritimes and as far west as Vancouver Island,
this aggressive crustacean has no natural enemies
and feeds on clams, oysters, mussels, and fish. 

X-File #5
Largely to blame for the near extinction of the pro-
thonotary warbler, this mammalian marauder kills
millions of songbirds and other small animals every
year. People are often unaware of the danger this
predator poses to wildlife when let outdoors or
allowed to form free-roaming populations in the
wild. Native to Asia and Africa, Felis catus has never
been part of the natural food chain in Canada.
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LESSON 3: ALIEN X-FILES OR ACCIDENTAL TOURISTS? (CONTINUED)

Atlantic Salmon

Brown Spruce Longhorn Beetle 

Bullfrog 

Dead Man’s Fingers 

Domestic Cat

Green Crab

Leafy Spurge

Spiny Water Flea
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LESSON INFORMATION
Grades: 6 to 12
Duration: Two 45-minute periods plus an optional
field trip
Group size: Pairs or small groups
Materials: Writing materials, including pencils,
observation sheets, and graph paper for mapping;
clipboards; field guides to North American species;
education chart (included in this package); access to
the On-line Field Guide to Alien Species

SUMMARY
Students research the presence of native and non-
native species in their area, the effects of exotics on
local wildlife and habitat, interrelationships among
plants and animals, and other observations relating
to alien species. Students share their findings with
the rest of the class and participate in a discussion.   

LEARNING OUTCOMES
Students will:
• Become skilled in distinguishing between some

native and non-native species.
• Survey their area for the presence of indigenous

and exotic species.
• Examine interrelationships among living things.
• Assess the positive and negative impacts of alien

species on native wildlife and habitat.
• Map the major features of their schoolyard or

another survey site. 

BACKGROUND
There’s a battle going on and it’s happening right in
your neighbourhood. Alien life forms are waging war
with native species to control habitat (including
food, water, shelter, and space) and to fill the niches
they occupy. Every organism has its own niche – the
perfect arrangement of habitat in which it may
flourish. The arrival of aliens means that native
species face more competition for habitat. New-

comers have fewer diseases and enemies to deal with
here than they would back home, giving them a
decidedly unfair advantage. If an exotic species
thrives, a pre-existing animal or plant will dwindle
in numbers and possibly lose its niche. Inter-
relationships among the remaining species will never
be quite the same. The balance of nature will be
upset, and the biodiversity that holds together the
web of life will be undermined.

A good illustration of this kind of imbalance is
the rusty crayfish, a heavily clawed, aggressive crus-
tacean imported from the southeastern United
States as fishing bait. This cantankerous crawdad
displaces native crayfish, forcing them out of their
habitats and leaving them vulnerable to predators. It
also feeds greedily on native aquatic plants, reduc-
ing their abundance and diversity and depriving
invertebrates and young fish of shelter. European
frog-bit, purple loosestrife, red-eared sliders, and
zebra mussels are a few more examples of alien
invaders that muscle out native species and throw
ecosystems off balance.

PROCEDURE
1. Based on the background text above and other

resources in this package, review with your class
the major impacts of invasive species on native
wildlife and habitat.

2. Tell the students they are going to research the
presence of some native and non-native species
in their area and possibly extend their survey to
their schoolyard or another site. They will gather
data on habitat elements, including food, water,
shelter, and space, plus interrelationships among
indigenous and exotic species.

3. The students should start by learning to identify
some of the native and non-native species in
their area. Among the resources they will need
are field guides to birds, mammals, reptiles,
amphibians, crustaceans, molluscs, fish, and

LESSON 4: ALIEN IMPACTS – ASSESS THE MESS 
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LESSON 4: ALIEN IMPACTS – ASSESS THE MESS (CONTINUED)

plants. The education chart (enclosed in this
package) and the On-line Field Guide to Alien
Species (accessed at www.wildeducation.org) will
also prove indispensable. 

4. If you cannot take your students outdoors or do
not have access to a suitable site, then have them
work in pairs or small groups and take a “virtual
field trip” based on past observations and avail-
able data on species and spaces in your area. 

5. If a field trip is feasible, ask the students for sug-
gestions on a survey site – preferably a wetland,
meadow, forest, seashore, or other natural area. A
park or your schoolyard will also do fine.

6. Prior to the real or virtual field trip, prepare an
observation sheet that will help students invento-
ry a few examples of the following items:
• Native species: What indigenous animals and

plants are present? Are there any rare or
endangered species?

• Alien species: What invasive or naturalized
life forms are present? Where are they located
and how much space do they occupy?

• Interrelationships: Is there evidence of
interaction among species? Are there signs of
predation or competition between native and
non-native life forms? 

• Positive impacts: How do alien species
appear to be benefiting other animals and
plants? For example, are pollinating insects
drawn to purple loosestrife and flowering-
rush?

• Negative impacts: What harmful effects can
be attributed to exotic life forms? Look for
signs of monocultures (plant communities
dominated by a single species) and native
animals and plants that are crowded out of
their homes.

• Habitat elements: Are there natural food
sources, like fruits, seeds, and nectar? Is
there a river, marsh or other source of water?
Can wildlife find shelter in places like rock
piles, thickets, tree hollows, and submerged
logs? Is there space to grow and multiply?

7. During the field trip, have the students work in
pairs or small groups to gather data and complete
the observation sheet. If they are outdoors, they
should sketch a map of the survey site – includ-
ing borders, habitat elements, native and alien

animals and plants, evidence of positive and neg-
ative impacts, plus human components, like
fences, buildings, and parking lots – on a sheet of
graph paper.

8. Following the field trip, ask each pair or group to
prepare a report summarizing their findings. Have
them share their observations with the rest of the
class, compare maps of the site, ask questions to
clarify each other’s findings, and discuss any dif-
ferences of opinion concerning the presence and
environmental impacts of alien species.

EXTENSIONS
1. Each student can research a single alien species

observed in your region in depth and write a
short paper on its origins, how it got here, when
it arrived, and how it helps or harms native
wildlife and habitat. 

2. Have your students participate in an ongoing bio-
logical survey of exotic species or start their own
monitoring study to track the presence and
spread of alien invaders in your community. Visit
www.wildeducation.org for more information.
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LESSON INFORMATION
Grades: 4 to 12
Duration: One or two 45-minute periods for plan-
ning; three or more hours for an action project
Group size: Small groups
Materials: Poster paper, markers, paints, and other
art media

SUMMARY
Students develop and take steps to implement a stra-
tegic plan to prevent the introduction and spread of
alien species, control their populations, monitor their
presence, and restore native wildlife and habitat.

LEARNING OUTCOMES
Students will: 
• Deepen their awareness of the need to curb inva-

sive species and conserve native animals and
plants for the sake of ecosystem health.

• Understand the meaning of the term “restoration
cycle.”

• Develop a plan to prevent the introduction and
spread of alien species, control their populations,
monitor their presence, and restore native wildlife
and habitats.

• Tackle one or more action initiatives, such as a
public awareness campaign, weed pull, monitoring
study, or native plant restoration project.

BACKGROUND
Unless you inhabit some hidden realm that has not
been invaded by alien species, you will need a strate-
gy to help address this very real ecological problem.
One highly recommended course of action – known as
the “restoration cycle” – involves preventing the
arrival of non-native newcomers, controlling or eradi-
cating them, monitoring their presence, and finally
restoring native animals and plants to their natural
habitats. 

School and community volunteers in British
Columbia have done just that, in an effort to protect
the ecological integrity of the Garry oak meadows,
woodlands, and grasslands. These unique and sensi-
tive ecosystems in the southwestern corner of the
province have been overrun by gorse, ivy, blackberry,
and particularly Scotch broom. By raising awareness
about this incursion, keeping an eye out for new
infestations, holding “broom bashes” to weed out
herbaceous invaders, and propagating and planting
native camas, chocolate lily, Nootka rose, and Garry
oak, the volunteers have made great gains in
“spelling doom for broom.”

PROCEDURE
1. Having surveyed your site (see Lesson 4), get the

class together for a brainstorming session. Use
student observations to determine which conser-
vation concerns to address. For example, do you
want to eradicate a particular species, such as
purple loosestrife, or a wide array of non-native
invaders; re-establish a colony of endangered
plants, such as prairie lupine, or a diversity of
trees, shrubs, and wildflowers. Most likely, your
efforts will target a variety of restoration goals.
Whether or not your objectives are clear, be sure
to seek expert advice from one of the regional
wildlife agencies listed on the back of this
booklet. 

2. Based on the resource sheet (pages 4 and 5) and
the background text above, review the restoration
cycle with your students. Tell them that they are
going to develop a plan modelled on this strategy,
from preventing the introduction of aliens, to
controlling their populations, to monitoring
their presence, to restoring native wildlife and
habitat.

3. Draw up a plan that includes both long- and
short-term goals upon which your students can
focus their efforts. Be specific about restoration

LESSON 5: SET THE RESTORATION CYCLE IN MOTION
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LESSON 5: SET THE RESTORATION CYCLE IN MOTION (CONTINUED)

goals, where and when you will target them, who
will do what, how many people will be involved,
and how wildlife and habitat will benefit. Include
the following steps in your plan:

Prevention. The preventative measures you take
today, such as stopping the dumping of plastic
garbage that can ferry invasive animals and
plants to distant shores, are much better medi-
cine than tomorrow’s cure. One key to preventing
an alien invasion in the first place is to raise the
awareness of your students, school, and commu-
nity. If you’ve come this far in the learning
process, then your students’ awareness of invasive
species, how they are transported, and how they
affect natural environments should be quite
advanced. Here are some ways in which your stu-
dents can alert your school and community of the
alien threat: 
• Create “wanted” – or “unwanted” – posters

identifying an alien offender, including its
name, image, distinguishing features, how it
gets around, the “crimes” it is charged with,
and the ecological reward for its arrest.
Students can put up their posters in the
classroom, school hallway, community centre,
or other public place.

• Post information signs wherever people gain
access to bodies of water, including boat
launches, docks, and marinas. The signs
should warn anglers, sailors, canoeists, and
other outdoor enthusiasts to avoid moving
zebra mussels, spiny water fleas, round gob-
ies, and other exotic trespassers from one
aquatic spot to another. Similar signs could
be created to remind nature lovers, like bird-
ers and hikers, to avoid transporting frag-
ments or seeds of invasive plants, such as
European frogbit, flowering rush, and purple
loosestrife.

• Create a brochure for distribution to bait
shops, pet shops, garden centres, and any
other point of purchase for potential invaders.
Suggest that retailers advise their customers
never to release non-indigenous animals or
plants into natural areas, especially known
alien intruders, such as European wall lizards,

red-eared sliders, rusty crayfish, Eurasian
water-milfoil, and domestic cats.

• Other helpful ways to get the prevention mes-
sage across include news releases, public serv-
ice announcements, humorous cartoons, and
mall displays. The more people who know
about the alien invasion, the better!

Control. Once you’ve learned which non-native
animals and plants have invaded your survey site
or community, it’s time to investigate control
techniques. The usual approaches include:
mechanical (mowing, plowing, and containing);
chemical (herbicides, insecticides, and lampri-
cides); biological (insect predators, diseases, and
“natural enemies”); and manual (pulling, cutting,
and removing) methods of control. Only manual
methods are suitable for students and cause the
least “collateral damage” to wildlife and the envi-
ronment. If you spot an alien invasion, be sure to
inform affected landowners and your municipality
so that they can take the appropriate action.
Then, offer to help attend to the problem.

Monitoring. Watching over terrestrial and aquatic
habitats is an early warning system that research
scientists use to detect ecological change. By
keeping an eye on alien invaders, we can measure
changes in their populations and distributions
over time, prevent their spread through early
detection, gauge the success of control tech-
niques, and contribute to scientific initiatives to
banish these unwelcome visitors. Perhaps the
most urgent need for monitoring is to identify
the impacts of invasive species on endangered
animals and plants. Monitoring activities have
traditionally been the domain of professional
biologists, but the growing impact of exotic
intruders on native wildlife and habitat demands
more widespread participation, especially from
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student volunteers. Students can help by getting
involved in existing monitoring studies or by
launching their own biological survey in their
schoolyard or community.

Restoration. With prevention, control, and moni-
toring efforts underway, the scene is set to
restore native species that have been diminished
or driven away and to regain the health of envi-
ronments damaged by alien aggressors. Wildlife
habitat projects completed by students provide an
infusion of life to natural areas that are the
worse for wear. Be sure to garden with native and
naturalized species when carrying out planting
projects. Our Wild About Gardening Encyclopedia,
available at www.wildaboutgardening.org, is an
invaluable reference tool for selecting plants
native to your region. Our WILD School manual is
a comprehensive teacher’s guide that will help
you implement wildlife habitat projects with
learning outcomes in mind. Funding for terrestrial
and aquatic habitat projects is offered through
our WILD School and Blue School learning pro-
grams. Call WILD Education or visit us on-line for
more information

4. To set the restoration cycle in motion, choose
from a menu of prevention, control, monitoring,
and restoration projects on page 23.
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CURRICULUM CONNECTIONS

The following “learning outcome clusters,” described in the Common Framework of Science Learning
Outcomes, K–12, are addressed in this unit.

Science Learning Outcome Clusters Lesson 1 Lesson 2 Lesson 3 Lesson 4 Lesson 5
Exploring the world with our senses • • • • •
Needs and characteristics of living things • • • • •
Plant and animal growth and changes • • •
Air and water in the environment • • •
Habitats and communities • • • • •
Diversity of life • • • •
Interactions within ecosystems • • • •
Water systems on Earth • • • •
Sustainability of ecosystems • • • •
Evolution, change, and diversity • • •
Interactions among living things • • •

The following “learning outcome clusters,” derived from a review of regional curriculum frameworks 
for K-to-12 social studies, are addressed in this unit.  

Social Studies Learning Outcome Clusters Lesson 1 Lesson 2 Lesson 3 Lesson 4 Lesson 5 
Canada and world connections • • •
People, place, and environment • • • • •
Identity and community • • •
Culture and diversity •
Interdependence • •
Time, continuity, and change • •

The following “learning outcome clusters,” derived from a review of regional curriculum frameworks 
for K-to-12 language arts, are addressed in this unit.  

Language Arts Learning Outcome Clusters Lesson 1 Lesson 2 Lesson 3 Lesson 4 Lesson 5 
Listening and speaking • •
Reading and viewing • • • • •
Writing and other ways of representing • • • • •
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Be sure to visit our Web site at
www.wildeducation.org for the following awareness
and action resources.

MORE LEARNING ACTIVITIES
The lessons in this education package are supple-
mented by four more activities that provide deeper
insight into the issues of alien species and native
wildlife conservation. They include:
• Who Lives Here? Learners research and write

reports about native and introduced species and
conduct a class “quiz” and discussion.

• Aquatic Roots. Using an array of reference mate-
rials, students research local plants and animals
to find out whether they are native or exotic and
investigate their impacts on people, other species,
and the environment.

• Planting Animals. Students write a letter to
their provincial or territorial wildlife agency for
information and make dioramas of transplanted
animals in new habitats.

• The Natives Are Restless. In a dynamic simula-
tion, youngsters role-play indigenous plants and
animals and the non-native newcomers that
attempt to displace them from their aquatic
habitat.

WILDLIFE HABITAT PROJECTS
Promote the restoration cycle by tackling one or more
of the following action projects:
• Prevention Projects

� Raise Public Awareness About the Alien
Invasion

� Mount a Mission to Rescue Native Plants
� Cut Marine Debris off at Its Source
� Organize a Beach Sweep

• Control Projects
� Muscle out Zebra Mussels
� Root out Purple Loosestrife
� Get Rid of Rats

� Banish Unwanted Weeds and Bugs
� Give First Aid to Insect-infested Trees
� Curb Cat Predation

• Monitoring Projects 
� Take Part in a Biological Survey of Invasive

Animals or Plants
� Keep an Eye on Exotics Through Your Own

Monitoring Study
• Restoration Projects

� Create a Wildflower Garden
� Help Habitat Hot Spots
� Plant a First Nations Garden
� Raise Native Trees From Seeds
� Plant a Patch of Prairie Grass
� Restore a Riparian Area
� Plant for Native Pollinators
� Enhance Roadside Habitat
� Salvage a Salt-marsh
� Start an Arboretum
� Sow “Seed Balls” to Restore a Native Plant

Community
� Accommodate Amphibians
� Restore an Aquatic Plant Community
� Assist Finned Friends in Need
� Construct and Maintain Nesting Boxes

OTHER ON-LINE RESOURCES
• Wild About Gardening Encyclopedia. A search-

able database that enables you to find plants
native to your province or territory.

• On-line Field Guide to Alien Species. The most
comprehensive identification guide and searchable
database of its kind in Canada.

• Battle With the Alien Space Invaders. A Web-
based tutorial and interactive story maze that
introduces students to the alien invasion and
demonstrates how they can solve the problem by
following the restoration cycle.

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
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P.O. Box 9354, Stn. Prov. Govt.
Victoria, BC  V9W 9M1
Tel.: (250) 387-7111
Fax: (250) 952-6684

Manitoba Conservation
Wildlife and Ecosystem Protection Branch
P.O. Box 24, 200 Saulteaux Cres.  
Winnipeg, MB  R3J 3W3
Tel.: (204) 945-6811
Fax: (204) 945-3077

New Brunswick Department of Natural
Resources and Energy
Fish and Wildlife Branch
P.O. Box 6000
Frederiction, NB  E3B 5H1
Tel.: (506) 453-2440
Fax: (506) 453-6699

Newfoundland and Labrador
Salmonier Nature Park
P.O. Box 190, Holyrood, NF  AOA 2RO
Tel.: (709) 229-7888
Fax: (709) 229-7078

Northwest Territories Department of
Resources, Wildlife, and Economic
Development
#600 - 5102 - 50th Ave. 
Yellowknife, NT  X1A 3S8
Tel.: (867) 873-7588
Fax: (867) 873-0293

Nova Scotia Department of Natural
Resources
1701 Hollis St., 2nd Floor, 
Halifax, NS  B3J 2T9
Tel.: (902) 424-7708
Fax: (902) 424-7735

Nunavut Department of Sustainable
Development
Box 1000, Stn. 1170
Iqaluit, NU  X0E 0H0
Tel.: (867) 975-5962
Fax: (867) 975-5981

Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources
Natural Resources Information Centre
P.O. Box 7000, 300 Water St.
Peterborough, ON  K9J 8M5
English: 1-800-667-1940
French: 1-800-667-1840
Fax: (705) 755-1677

Prince Edward Island
Department of Fisheries, Aquaculture
and Environment
Fish and Wildlife Division
P.O. Box 2000, 11 Kent St.
Charlottetown, PEI  C1A 7N8
Tel.: (902) 368-4683
Fax: (902) 368-5830

Société de la faune et des parcs Québec
675, boul. Réné-Lévesque Est, 10 étage
Édifice Marie-Guyart, r.-d.-c.
Québec (Québec)  G1R 5V7
Tel.: (418) 521-3830
Fax: (418) 646-5974

Saskatchewan Environment and
Resource Management
Fish and Wildlife Branch
Rm. 436-3211 Albert St.
Regina, SK  S4S 5W6
Tel.: (306) 787-2314
Fax: (306) 787-9544

Yukon Department of Environment
Conservation, Protection and
Public Education Branch, P.O. Box 2703
Whitehorse, YT  Y1A 2C6
Tel.: (867) 667-3675
Fax: (867) 393-6206

Canadian Wildlife Service Offices

Headquarters
Canadian Wildlife Service
Environment Canada
Ottawa, ON  K1A 0H3
Tel.: (819) 997-1095
Fax: (819) 997-2756

Atlantic Region
Canadian Wildlife Service
17 Waterfowl Lane, Box 6227
Sackville, NB  E4L 1G6
Tel.: (506) 364-5044
Fax: (506) 364-5062

Ontario Region
Canadian Wildlife Service
4905 Dufferin St.
Downsview, ON  M3H 5T4
Tel.: (416) 739-5830
Fax: (416) 739-5845

Pacific and Yukon Region
Canadian Wildlife Service
5421 Robertson Rd. (R.R.1)
Delta, BC  V4K 3N2
Tel.: (604) 940-4700
Fax: (604) 946-7022

Région du Québec
Service canadien de la faune
Environment Canada
1141, route de l’Église
C.P. 10100 Ste-Foy (Québec)  G1V 4H5
Tel.: (418) 648-7225
Fax: (418) 649-6475

Prairie and Northern Region
Canadian Wildlife Service
Environment Canada
4999-98th Ave., Rm. 200
Edmonton, AB  T6B 2X3
Tel.: (780) 951-8700
Fax: (780) 495-2615

350 Michael Cowpland Drive
Kanata, ON  K2M 2W1
Tel.: 1-800-563-WILD (9453)

(613) 599-9594 
(Ottawa area)

Fax: (613) 599-4428
E-mail: info@cwf-fcf.org
Web sites: www.cwf-fcf.org

www.wildeducation.org
www.spaceforspecies.ca
www.wildaboutgardening.org


